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September Planning Proposal – July 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-
full-opening-schools 

The following principles have underpinned the formation of this proposal: 

1. The safety and wellbeing of students and staff is our primary aim.  
2. The continuation of as full and broad a curriculum as possible is our secondary aim.  
3. We can deliver the above priorities whilst continuing to improve our school.  

 

1) Protective Measures 

The following table documents how we have taken the advice from the Public Health England to minimise the risk 
of Coronavirus: 

Public Health England Advice Our Actions and Response 
A requirement people who are ill 
stay at home.  

All staff, students and families will be informed that they must not come to 
school if they have a high temperature, continuous cough or has a loss or 
change in their sense of taste and/or smell. Anyone displaying these 
symptoms will be sent home. We will follow the procedure for anyone 
becoming ill as set out in Appendix A.  

Robust hand and respiratory 
hygiene 

Additional hand washing facilities will be available throughout the site and 
students and staff will be expected to wash hands on entry, before and after 
eating and after using the toilet. If a student or colleagues coughs or 
sneezes, they should also wash their hands. Posters and school briefings will 
actively promote the catch it, bin it, kill it approach to hygiene.  

Enhanced Cleaning Arrangements Cleaners will be deployed across zones and will clean in line with the PHE’s 
advice found below:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-
in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-
settings 
Cleaners will prioritise high contact areas such as bannister, door handles 
and more frequently touches services. A cleaning log for toilets, classrooms 
and communal areas will be kept and monitored to ensure regular cleaning 
of all zones. Specialist equipment will be cleaned or quarantined between 
use.  

Active engagement with NHS Test 
and Trace 

All staff and families will be informed of their responsibility to engage with 
the NHS track and trace process. Staff and families will be provided with the 
relevant information regarding this process and asked to inform school 
immediately regarding the outcome of any test. 

Formal consideration of how to 
reduce contacts and maximise 
distancing between those in school 
wherever possible and minimise 
potential for contamination so far 
as is reasonably practicable 

Planned zones across the school with minimal shared use of exits and 
entrances. Students will have staggered breaks and lunchtimes to ensure 
bubbles do not mix. All activities before and after school will occur in the 
bubbles to help prevent mixing. Classrooms will have forward facing desks 
to face a teacher area which is clearly marked and not within 2metres of the 
first student desk. Staff areas will be set out with clear markings regarding 
social distancing.  

Update, review and share risk 
assessments 

Our risk assessment will be shared with staff, parents, and carers for 
consultation. All of our risk assessments are approved by Liverpool City 
Council and our Governing Body. We will review the risk assessment on a 
weekly basis to begin with.  
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System of Controls – this is the set of actions every school must take and are grouped into ‘prevention’ and 
‘response to any infection’. Again, I have tabulated the actions and our response and associated actions (there is 
some overlap with above because of the nature of the DfE’s document.  

Control Measures - Prevention Our Actions and Response 
Minimise contact with individuals who are unwell by 
ensuring that those who have coronavirus (COVID-19) 
symptoms, or who have someone in their household 
who does, do not attend school 

All staff, students and families will be informed that 
they must not come to school if they have a high 
temperature, continuous cough or has a loss or change 
in their sense of taste and/or smell. Anyone displaying 
these symptoms will be sent home. We will follow the 
procedure for anyone becoming ill as set out in 
Appendix A. If a child is awaiting collection, they will be 
moved to a specific well-ventilated room a first aider in 
the appropriate PPE will be called and parents and 
carers contacted. If the designated bathroom is used 
then a cleaner must be informed immediately so that 
cleaning can occur. Parents and carers will be provided 
with the appropriate letter/communication regarding 
NHS test and trace, stay at home advice and isolation 
protocols. The classroom the student came from will 
surface cleaned and all those who have been in contact 
with the student will wash their hands for 20 seconds.  

Clean hands thoroughly more often than usual Additional hand washing facilities and hand sanitiser 
facilities will be available throughout the site and 
students and staff will be expected to wash hands on 
entry, before and after eating and after using the toilet. 
If a student or colleagues coughs or sneezes they 
should also wash their hands. Skin friendly wipes will be 
provided in every classroom. 

Ensure good respiratory hygiene by promoting the 
‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach 

Posters and school briefings will actively promote the 
catch it, bin it, kill it approach to hygiene. 

Introduce enhanced cleaning, including cleaning 
frequently touched surfaces often, using standard 
products such as detergents and bleach 

Cleaners will be deployed across zones and will clean in 
line with the PHE’s advice found below:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-
19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-
19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings 
Cleaners will prioritise high contact areas such as 
bannister, door handles and more frequently touches 
services. A cleaning log for toilets, classrooms and 
communal areas will be kept and monitored to ensure 
regular cleaning of all zones. Specialist equipment will 
be cleaned or quarantined between use. 

Minimise contact between individuals and maintain 
social distancing wherever possible 

Planned zones across the school with minimal shared 
use of exits and entrances. Each year group will be 
assigned to a different zone and will only leave the zone 
for lunch and for lessons requiring specialist rooms. At 
Key Stage Three we will look to keep the groupings of 
students as stable as possible. Students will have 
staggered breaks and lunchtimes to ensure bubbles do 
not mix. All activities before and after school will occur 
in the bubbles to help prevent mixing. Classrooms will 
have forward facing desks to face a teacher area which 
is clearly marked and not within 2metres of the first 
student desk. Staff areas will be set out with clear 
markings regarding social distancing. 
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Where necessary, wear appropriate personal protective 
equipment (PPE) 

The majority of staff will not require PPE. If a child 
becomes ill and a staff member cannot remain 2 metres 
away from then then appropriate PPE should be worn. 
See Appendix B.  

Control Measures – Response to Any Infection  
Engage with the NHS Test and Trace process All staff and families will be informed of their 

responsibility to engage with the NHS track and trace 
process. Staff and families will be provided with the 
relevant information regarding this process and asked 
to inform school immediately regarding the outcome of 
any test.  

Manage confirmed cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) 
amongst the school community 

A confirmed case will result in swift action by the school 
to immediately contact our local health protection 
team at the details below: 
 
Cheshire and Merseyside HPT 
Public Health England North West 
Suite 3B 
3rd Floor 
Cunard Building 
Water Street 
 
Liverpool 
L3 1DS 
EmailCandmhpu@phe.gov.uk; PHE.candmhpu@nhs.net 
Telephone0344 225 0562 (option 1) 
Out of hours advice0151 434 4819 
 
Details of seating plans and family dining seating 
arrangements will be kept so that students who need to 
can be sent home if required.  

Contain any outbreak by following local health 
protection team advice 

We will work with our local Director of Public Health 
and follow their instructions should an outbreak be 
suspected in our school.  

 

Admin Offices 

It is essential that the offices and colleagues within them remain as contained as possible with colleagues phoning 
and emailing other colleagues as opposed to going and having conversations in other offices. It is also essential that 
staff are not using the pigeonholes in the main office and instead any key messages or information will be emailed or 
scanned to colleagues. 

Visitors and Contractors 

All visitors must confirm they are well and agree to adhere to our processes and protocols on arrival. We will 
continue to have contractors on site as their role is often essential to the safe running of the school and they will be 
briefed about our safety procedures and will work in a socially distanced way. Where this is not possible then work 
must be deferred until students are not on site and staff can be kept away from the working area.  
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2) Curriculum  

We will continue to offer a broad and balanced curriculum to students in Years 7-13 with a recognition that 
amendment of our offer to students in line with the guidance does not have to result in curtailment of opportunity. 
We believe that our students may have some gaps as a result of the COVID lockdown; however, we believe these are 
best addressed at a micro level in the classroom following subject specific assessment at the beginning of next year. 
We do not propose to change the macro structure of our curriculum beyond the changes that were due to come into 
place in September 2020.  

Year 7 – 9  

We will offer a full suite of subjects for all students; as our curriculum contains significant time for English and Maths 
in Year 7 we believe our students will be well placed to quickly address gaps in learning. We will review the formative 
and summative assessment undertaken across the curriculum in September and modify our curriculums from there.  

Year 10  

As Year 10 have been able to complete their studies over a three year programme we believe our students, with a 
programme of support and enrichment, will be able to catch up. We will explore tutoring and a more tailored 
curriculum for specific students if we believe that is required. The additional ‘25th’ period will be used on a rotation 
for the year group in the form of PSHE, English, Maths and Science; the latter three subjects will take place in big 
lectures.  

Year 11 

Year 11 face the greatest challenge, alongside Year 13, in some ways because of the limited time between their 
return and their exams next weeks. We believe that students are well equipped for this challenge and we will 
support them through tutoring, after school support, Saturday schools and a rotating 25th period of Maths, English 
and Science in the form of big lectures. We will review the curriculum for a small number of students and look to 
modify their curriculum if appropriate in the form of dropping an option and engaging in further support for Maths 
and English. Subjects will need to modify their curriculums accordingly in line with guidance from Ofqual regarding 
the reduced content to be examiner in the summer of 2021. 

Year 12 

Year 12 face challenges in that they haven’t completed formal examinations or completed work in the same manner 
as other year groups and therefore our transition work is crucial. Year 12 students who struggle with the transition 
will be supported with extended study support and a recovery curriculum. Particular attention will need to be paid 
to students who wish to resit their GCSE in English and Maths and they should be included in the after school 
provision.  

Year 13 

As previously mentioned, Year 13 face the greatest challenge in terms of accessing the level of knowledge needed to 
successfully complete their programmes of study before their summer examinations. Year 13 will not be permitted 
to drop a subject as this will severely limit their progression opportunities post Sixth Form, however any guidance 
and instructions from Ofqual will be implemented and modifications made accordingly. Further support and tutoring 
will be offered to students through the ‘period 6’ period of the day where attendance by the students will be greatly 
encouraged and the importance of this communicated to parents and carers. This will be timetabled and staffed, in 
conjunction with faculties, so that it does not interfere or clash with the Year 11 programme of intervention. The 
traditional study periods will predominantly take place at home – this will be supported by the knowledge organisers 
and self-testing system that will be in place across the whole school. Where we feel a student is unable to achieve at 
the end of Year 13 due to the negative impact of Covid-19 there will be the opportunity for Year 14 study. We 
envisage this only being a small number and each student will be dealt with on a case by case basis by the Sixth Form 
team.  
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3) School Day and Timetable  

We will operate the same start and finish times for the school day more or less as planned. We intend to stagger 
break times and lunch times to ensure ‘bubble’ of children do not mix during the school day. Our timetable will 
operate on the basis that teachers move between lessons whilst children remain in base classrooms for most of the 
day. We will seek to keep transitions to a minimum and staff will move from one classroom to another where the 
lessons do not require specialist classrooms. If students require specialist classrooms, we will move the bubble to 
that zone where possible in a carefully managed manner and process.  

Logistics of the School Day 

Breakfast Club: Our initial proposal will see students book a place in the breakfast club and these students will 
receive breakfast in the Jamieson restaurant between 7.30 and 7.55am. Students will then move to their line up 
zones and the Jamieson restaurant will be cleaned down.  

Entrance to School: We want to use different entrances to school to help spread the flow of students into the school 
however we recognise it will not be possible or safe to offer a separate gate per year group. The following entrances 
will be used and correlate with the core zone for the specific year groups, which are also shown below:  
 

Year Group September 2020  
 

Year 7: Lifestyles 

Year 8: Lifestyles 

Year 9: Attendance 

Year 10: Rectory Gate 

Year 11: Rectory Gate 

Year 12: Attendance 

Year 13: Attendance 

Break Time: Parents and carers will be asked to provide any snacks and drinks to students they wish to consume at 
break time whilst remembering that fizzy and energy drinks are prohibited.  

Lunch Time: Staggered lunch times will operate from Midday – 1.30pm 

End of the Day: Students will leave the site in a staggered manner with classes starting to be dismissed at 2.20pm. 
Years 7, 12 and 13 will be dismissed first. Years 8, 9, 10 and 11 will be dismissed at 2.30pm. Staff will escort students 
off the site and lock the gates at 2.40pm promptly.  

After School Enrichment and Support:  

After school enrichment and support will occur in the designated zones with staff moving to the students at the end 
of the day. We will prioritise Y11, Y12 and Y13 provision initially from September.  

Whole School Zones 

Year Group Zone/Building Entrance/Exit Break  Lunch 
7 Science Lifestyles MAD Yard Middle - Jamieson 
8 MAD Block Lifestyles Main Yard First - Hall 
9 Maths Attendance Quad Last - Hall 
10 Jamieson Lower Rectory Main Yard First - Jamieson 
11 Jamieson Upper Rectory Jamieson Restaurant Last - Jamieson  
12 Jamieson Balcony Attendance Sixth Form Area First/Middle - Cyber 
13 Rectory Attendance Rectory Last - Cyber 
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Bubble Movements outside of break and lunch: At break time students will need to remain in their designated 
zones to avoid mixing with other year groups. All year groups from 7-13 have their own individual zones during break 
and students must remain in these whilst following staff instructions at all times. Failure to follow a reasonable 
instruction could risk the safety of the school community and will not be accepted. At the end of break students are 
to go to their line-up areas quickly and sensibly to allow staff to escort classes into lessons in a safe and orderly 
manner.  

Wet break and lunch: At break time students will need to remain in their zoned classrooms and be overseen by 
members of staff on duty. At lunch on a wet day students will remain in their dinner zone until the bell rings and 
would then go straight to their learning zone as opposed to engaging in a line up. 

We anticipate the following subjects will need to amend their curriculum and teaching so that they can be 
accommodated in non-specialist classrooms:  

- Art  
- Music 
- Drama 

We anticipate the following subjects will have to be taught in specialist classrooms:  

- Tech and Food 
- Computing 
- PE Practical 
- Music (Where Essential) 
- Drama (Where Essential) 

Please see the subject specific response to the queries below: 

Art 

In terms of meeting the new timetable, we will adapt our curriculum to meet the needs of teaching year 7-10 in non-
specialist rooms concentrating on dry equipment. We will require locked stockrooms or cupboards to store large 
scale folders and some equipment. The faculty will also need to purchase small trolleys for staff to carry portable 
daily equipment from room to room. 

Years 11-13 will need a sink for painting and also access to printmaking, 3D sculpture and health and safety to be 
able to meet the demands of the specification. There are possible solutions for years 12 and 13 in terms of access to 
sinks which we would love to have for year 11 also. Again, we would like storage for large folders and equipment in a 
locked stockroom or cupboard if possible. 

Computing 

Overall, we are in a good position in terms of the new timetable as most of our resources are already online. This 
allows us to teach our lessons without significant disruption. We have access to Netsupport, which we can use to 
model good practice. We can show the students what to do from our desk by taking over their computer. Student 
work can be assessed online so this is not a problem. There are no issues with Key Stage 3 lessons in terms of 
delivery, use of knowledge organisers or homework as this will be online.  

Key Stage 4 will see the Computing faculty focus on coursework elements in all subject areas and, as such, there are 
no problems. The same applies in Key Stage 5 for all subject areas the faculty offers.  
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Drama 
 

The solution for potential problems in Key Stage 3 is that classes will use the Drama Studio keeping practical work to 
pairs/threes. Students will enter and exit via the fire doors at the side of the Drama Studio. Theory work will be 
incorporated for classroom work, we have subscribed to Digital Theatre+ for students to experience live recordings 
of performances. There are some timetables clashes based on the current model but I am confident that these can 
be resolved when the final timetable is approved. 
 

Year 10 lessons can be taught as theory lessons in the Year 10 ‘zone’. Ideally, we will have access to rooms with IT 
facilities. Year 11 lessons can be taught practically and students can work on monologues/duologues for their 
assessed performances. These will be taught in the Drama Studio but the wall will have to be put up as there are two 
classes. Again, the entrance and exit will be via the fire doors at the side of the Drama Studio. 
 
Music 
 

KS3 will be taught in the zones identified for each year group.  They will focus on elements of theory and listening.  It 
will be ensured that speakers are available and working in the teaching rooms for KS3 lessons.   

KS4 & KS5 lessons will take place in music where the students will use the side fire exit door straight in to the music 
corridor to avoid travelling through the year 8 zone.  Perspex screens will need to be put in place as the students sit 
facing each other and the desks cannot be moved.  Further guidance is due out this week about music and 
peripatetic tuition which will hopefully feed in to these plans.   

Technology 
 

Rooms ideally in Key Stage 3 will need sinks for hand washing. There are no issues for Food lessons as desks can be 
spread out, spilling into the kitchen areas to allow pupils to face the front. However, T2 is not suitable for rows as 
they are all square workbenches. There are three practical’s which can then be set for homework. Year 9 will also 
require all rooms have sinks for hand washing. The DT lantern project can be made as we can use T6, T7 and T15 for 
this. Food is the same as year 7 with products to be demonstrated and made at home in classrooms set out for 
students to be facing the front. 
 

Year 10 Construction is fine as we have computer rooms in T6, T7, and T15, which are all available.  Design Tech will 
possibly also purchase textbooks for exam preparation. Food will be as per KS3 with a teacher demo in lesson with 
food to be cooked at home. There are no issues with Year 11 Food as the course is computer based. As for Year 12 
we are awaiting news on numbers. Finally, Year 13 poses no concerns as all six students can spread out to cook at a 
safe distance. 
 

September Return 

Tues 01/09/20 
All Day - Staff Inset – No students in school. 
 

Wed 02/09/20 
AM – Staff Inset 
PM – Y13 students only in school for a 2-hour induction with Form Tutors commencing at 12noon 
 

Thu 03/09/20 
Y7, Y11, Y12 students only in school all day for an 8.20am start 
AM – 3-hour induction with Form Tutors 
PM – afternoon lesson (week A) 
 

Fri 04/09/20 
Y8, Y9, Y10 only in school all day for an 8.20am start 
AM – 3-hour induction with Form Tutors 
PM – afternoon lesson (week A) 
 

Mon 07/09/20 
Normal timetable resumes - All students in school – 8.20am – 2.30pm 
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  MON TUE WED THU FRI 
WK1 P1 1M 1T 1W 1TH 1F 
 P2 1M 1T 1W 1TH 1F 
 P3 3M 3T 3W 3TH 3F 
 P4 4M 4T 4W 4TH 4F 
 P5 4M 4T 4W 4TH 4F 
       
WK2 P1 2M 2T 2W 2TH 2F 
 P2 2M 2T 2W 2TH 2F 
 P3 3M 3T 3W 3TH 3F 
 P4 5M 5T 5W 5TH 5F 
 P5 5M 5T 5W 5TH 5F 
       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on the TT that was populated by HOFs, this model uses that as a basis.  

Most lessons are taught as doubles lessons apart from P3, which follows the original plan. The 
model closely follows the original TT. For instance on Monday P1 and P2, there will be a double 
lesson of whatever lesson was originally on P1. The following week there will be a double lesson 
of whatever was lesson was on P2 and so on. The same is for P4 and P5 in the afternoon, where 
the lessons are taught as double lessons on alternate weeks. 

 

 

 

 

The TT on SIMS has been amended to allow for this model and registers can be taken each 
lesson as normal. 

 

Rationale 
To produce a TT that enables all pupils can return to school full time from the beginning of the 
Autumn term, whilst ensuring staff and pupil safety, insofar as is reasonably possible, keeping 
students in bubbles and minimising movement around the school. Also ensures that gaps 
between lessons remains no more than 1 week in the vast majority of cases 
 
Principles 
Uses the existing TT as a basis 
Minimises transitions and movement around the site by both staff and students 
Has no impact on curriculum time over 2 weeks 
Protects PT staff  
Ensures each period on the TT is taught twice over the 2 weeks 
Keeps year groups in bubbles 
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SEPTEMBER 2020 ALSOP REOPENING 
YEAR GROUP ‘BUBBLES’ 

 
YEAR 7    SCIENCE 
 
Entrance/exit  Gate in Walton Village next to Lifestyles 
 
Line ups  MAD block yard in area next to Science block 
 
Rooms used (10) S1, S3, S5, S6, S7, S9, S10, S13, S14, S15 
 
Isolation room  S2 
 
First Aid room  S4 
 
Covid toilet  Staff toilet next to SEND 
 
Student toilets            Female toilet on ground floor, male students on top floor 
 
Staff toilets  Main staff room 1926  
 
Break   MAD block yard 
 
Significant changes Staff now to use toilets in 1926 staff room 
 
Action/other  NAW to consider Nurture group being located in SEND area 
   DGW/JPI to speak to Lifestyles re gate proposal 
   Safer to mark yard near to Science for Year 7 line-ups 
 
 
YEAR 8   MAD BLOCK 
 
Entrance/exit  Gate in Walton Village next to Lifestyles 
 
Line ups  MAD Block yard in areas marked for MAD block classes 
 
Rooms used (10) DR4, DR5, MU20, AR26, AR28, AR31, AR32, AR42, AR52 
   MAD block staffroom on 1st floor 
 
Isolation room  PE2 
 
First Aid room  AR37 
 
Covid toilet  Disabled toilet on ground floor 
 
Student toilets            Ground floor 
 
Staff toilets  First floor 
 
Break   Main yard in Year 8 zone 
 
Significant changes MU20 furniture to be rearranged to make it into a classroom 
   Staffroom to be converted into a temporary classroom 
 
Action/other  2 Music rooms to be untouched, Drama studio to be untouched 
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YEAR 9   MATHS 
 
Entrance/exit   Student services, walk past MUGA towards 1926 
 
Line ups   QUAD in the markings next to the Science building 
 
Rooms used (10)  M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M9, M12, M13 
 
Isolation room   M11 
 
First Aid room   MAB office 
 
Covid toilet   Opposite CAA office 
 
Student toilets   Male and female on Technology corridor 
 
Staff toilets   Main staff room 1926 
 
Break    QUAD 
 
Significant changes  MAB to lose his office 
 
Action/other   Markings for line-ups next to the Science building 

 
 
YEAR 10   JAMIESON 1ST FLOOR/2ND FLOOR 
 
Entrance/exit   Rectory 
 
Line ups   Main yard in year 10 zone 
 
Rooms used (10)  J19, J20, J21, J22, J23, J24, J25, J34, J35, J36 
 
Isolation room   J37 
 
First Aid room   J18 
 
Covid toilet   Opposite J23 
 
Student toilets   Opposite J23 
 
Staff toilets   Top floor Jamieson 
 
Break    Main yard in Year 10 zone 
 
Significant changes  None 
 
Action/other J26, J27, J28, J29, J30, J31, J32, J33 not be used to create additional workspace 

for staff 
 Markings for line-ups in Year 10 zone      
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YEAR 11   JAMIESON GROUND FLOOR 
 
Entrance/exit   Rectory 
 
Line ups   Main yard in year 11 ‘zone’  
 
Rooms used (10)  J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, J9, J10 
 
Isolation room   Dance studio 
 
First Aid room   Medical room (KAB office) 
 
Covid toilet   Disabled toilet opposite ALB office   
 
Student toilets   Opposite J8 
 
Staff toilets   Top floor Jamieson 
 
Break Jamieson Restaurant, MUGA, area in between hall and Jamieson Restaurant 
 
Significant changes  KAB to lose office 
 
Action/other   Markings for line-ups in Year 11 zone 

 
YEAR 12   JAMIESON BALCONY AREA 
 
Entrance/exit   Attendance 
    Year 12 turn left through the gate before entrance 
 
Line ups   N/A 
 
Rooms used (7)   J11 – J17 
 
Isolation room   None 
 
First Aid room   AHA office 
 
Covid toilet   Opposite J11 
 
Student toilets   Opposite J11 
 
Staff toilets   Top floor Jamieson 
 
Break    Sixth form area 
 
Significant changes  AHA office now out of use 
 
Action/other   Cybercafe/study area to remain in use 
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YEAR 13    RECTORY 
 
Entrance/exit   Attendance 

Year 13 to take an immediate left through gates and head towards Rectory 
 
Line ups   N/A 
 
Rooms used (7) 1 room (basement), 1 room (old Access), 3 rooms (1st floor), 2 rooms (top floor) 
 
Isolation room   None 
 
First Aid room   Basement 
 
Covid toilet   Basement 
  
Student toilets   Basement (males), 1st floor (females) 
 
Staff toilets   Top floor 
 
Break In the Rectory or in area immediately outside the Rectory in the Year 13 zone 
 
Significant changes  None 
 
Action /other   Counselling room not to be used 
    Staff office on the top floor  
    Safer to find solution to whiteboard problem 
    Safer to give rooms temporary names (R1-R10) 
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4) Form Time 

For the first 5 weeks of the autumn term, all students will have 20-minute form time at the start of the day, 
which will take place in the same classroom as their morning session and be will delivered by the subject teacher 
who is scheduled to teach their morning session. This will remove one transition point from the day. All 
resources will be provided centrally and students will follow a weekly timetable of activities: 

 
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Year 7 Assembly Reading Current Affairs Reading 
Reading / 
Rewards 

Year 8 Assembly Reading Current Affairs Reading 
Reading / 
Rewards 

Year 9 Assembly Reading Current Affairs Reading 
Reading / 
Rewards 

Year 10 Assembly Reading Current Affairs Reading 
Reading / 
Rewards 

Year 11 Assembly Reading Current Affairs PSHE / Careers 
Reading / 
Rewards 

Year 12 Assembly Reading Current Affairs PSHE / Careers 
Reading / 
Rewards 

Year 13 Assembly PSHE / Careers Current Affairs PSHE / Careers 
Reading / 
Rewards 

 

Routines and Protocols: 

8.20am – Morning Line Up 

• Students move to their allocated location on the bell and line up. 
• Teachers to marshal lines and ensure students are meeting expected behaviour. 
• Teachers check all students are wearing correct uniform and alert HoY / SLT if any students are not meeting 

uniform expectations – these students will be kept behind after line up and taken to the uniform store. 
• Once dismissed by the lead teacher, teachers escort their class to their designated classrooms, monitoring 

their line from a central position and ensuring positive behaviour. 
 

8.25am – Register and Knowledge Organiser check 

• Knowledge Organiser timetable displayed on board as students enter the room. 
• Students enter the classroom and stand behind their allocated seat in the seating plan. Students take their 

knowledge organiser and quiz books out and place them open on desk in front of them as they sit down. 
Teacher takes register. 

• Teacher checks knowledge organisers and quiz books and logs on system as soon as possible any students 
who have not completed their homework – they will receive a same day half-hour detention. 

 

8.30am – Main Form time activity – this will vary depending on the day (see form timetable) 
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Assembly: 

• This will be a pre-recorded assembly in the form of a recorded PowerPoint or video, delivered by a member 
of SLT and made available on the system. 

• As we are not using large venues for these assemblies and pre-recording them, all year groups can watch the 
assembly on the same day – Monday morning – to ensure they start the week with a positive message and 
an opportunity to reflect. 

• Teacher to play the assembly to the whole class on the whiteboard and all students are expected to remain 
silent and attentive during the assembly. Any students who talk or are disruptive are to be given a warning 
and an action which should be logged on the system and will automatically lead to a half hour detention at 
the end of the day. 
 

Reading: 

• All year groups will have up to three form periods a week initially, where they read a poem or short story 
that is displayed on the whiteboard, or listen to an audiobook of a classic novel. 

• The teacher displays the text and reads to the students or plays the audiobook. No student should be 
reading aloud during this activity – they must be read to for 15 minutes. 

• Students can follow the reading along with the teacher / audiobook, or they may choose just to listen, but if 
the latter then they must be physically alert (i.e. no heads on desk, eyes closed, etc.). 

 

Current Affairs: 

• A number of links will be available centrally, including Newsbeat articles (all year groups); Newsround clips 
(Y7 & 8); BBC News headlines (Y9-13); BBC News channel live (Y9-13) and TED Talks (Y11-13). Teacher to play 
the video or display the article on the whiteboard. 

• After the video or article there will be suggested discussion tasks / questions intended to get pupils to 
engage with and think about the issues raised in the news stories. 

 

PSHE/Careers: 

• Y11, 12 & 13 will have 15 minutes of PSHE/Careers provision a week, which will include on a timetable: 
• Wellbeing – including mental wellbeing / stress management, self-esteem, personal safety (including e-

safety), and lifestyle choices (including drugs & alcohol). 
• Self-management – including attributes like organisation, self-motivation, time management, revision/study 

skills, resilience, self-confidence and reflectiveness. Plus, economic wellbeing / money management for 
Y12/13 particularly. 

• Careers / Destinations – including information on post-16 routes and post-18 routes, LMI/growth sectors, 
employment rights and responsibilities, CV writing, application / personal statement writing, and interview 
techniques.  

• All resources for these sessions will be available centrally on the system. 
 

Praise / Rewards: 

• On Fridays, there will also be a form time focus on praise and rewards, so the teacher goes through rewards 
information over the last week, praises and celebrates the successes of students in the class. 

• HoY / AHoY / SLT will also make praise and rewards a key focus when circulating during Friday form time. 
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5) Teaching and Learning 

The Alsop Lesson remains the expectation of all lessons taught from September and the features of effective 
teaching we developed last year remain as, if not more, important than ever. Classrooms will be set up in rows facing 
the front where a teacher zone will be clearly marked on the ground. Teachers should teach from the front ensuring 
they utilise effective formative assessment to diagnose understanding and misconceptions. Teachers will support 
students through effective modelling, the use of the visualiser will allow students to ask teachers for support by 
handing them their book so it can be placed under the visualiser. Student workbooks will be kept by students other 
than when they are collected in by the teacher to give feedback.  

Deployment of Teaching Assistants 

7 Full time and 3 Part Time TA’s will be deployed across Year Group Bubbles and will support Nurture cohorts and 
deliver interventions for each year group bubble assigned to them. 

Y7 Nurture Cohort x2 (C. Brasier/ K. Riley)  

Y8 Nurture Cohort x2 (J. Telfer/J. Taylor) 

Y9 Nurture Cohort x1 (C. Allen) Year Bubble (J. Mullins) 

Y10 Year Group Bubble x2 (S. Harris/ L. Nelson) 

Y11 Year Group Bubble x1 (A. Johnston/C. Worsely) 

SEND Interventions 

• Thinking Reading  
• Flipping Your Lid 
• Social Stories 
• Lego Therapy 

 
The SEND HUB will be assigned to Y7 Pupils to support transition. 
 
Access Centre 

Access Support will move from the Rectory to PE3 and M14. It will consist of two distinct ‘bubbles’. Students will 
arrive and leave via the main reception but will have these two areas as their base/bubble. SWH and MWR will have 
the overall responsibility for these groups. The students will remain within their base and SWH/MWR will move 
between them. 

Learning Resource Centre 

This area is to be used as a socially distanced study area for Year 13 but will be vacated by 2.00pm every day to allow 
for a clean ahead of year groups being able to access the study area on the following days:  

Monday         Year 7 

Tuesday         Year 8 

Wednesday   Year 9 

Thursday       Year 10 

Friday            Year 11 
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6) Student and Staff Wellbeing 

Safeguarding: 

Safeguarding will continue to be a priority and staff will continue to use safeguarding systems to ensure all our students 
are kept safe, both in and out of school. School will follow normal Local Safeguarding Children Board Procedures. Staff 
will use CPOMS to report/record any safeguarding incidents which will be dealt with by the Safeguarding Team. Should 
it be necessary incidents will still be reported to Social Care, via a Multi-Agency Referral Form (MARF), without delay 
and or the police. All Egress reports will be acted upon to support students whilst at Alsop. The DSL and Mentors will 
continue to attend meetings, virtually, with all agencies to ensure all students will be given the same support before 
lockdown. If any member of staff believes a child is at risk of harm then the Designated Safeguarding Lead will ring 
Liverpool Careline on 0151 233 3700, without delay. If the Designated Safeguarding Lead is unavailable then any 
member of staff should ensure Liverpool Careline is contacted without delay. As part of safeguarding the school 
community all students must ensure that they are following all instructions and rules put in place to safeguard 
everybody from COVID 19. This includes social distancing, ensuring one way systems are followed through buildings, 
visiting hygiene stations and behaving in a manner that is expected from an Alsop Student, following the Alsop Way. 
Students who choose not to follow the above will be breaking safeguarding protocol and will be dealt with accordingly.  
 
Support for Students:  

Students who find the transition back to school difficult will have support put in place. Students will find support from 
Form tutors/ Heads of Year in the first instance. Students who need extra support will be referred to the Year Group 
Mentor who may work with student(s) individually or in group work to address any concerns a student(s) may have. 
Should extra support be needed school employs a counsellor to address any concerns a student(s) may have. Should 
school find extra support is needed external referrals to YPAS, CAMHS will be discussed with students/parents/carers 
to ensure the right support, at the right time is given. It is always advisable, in the first instance, for parents to take 
their child/ward to the doctors if they have concerns or are worried about something outside of school. School is also 
supported by the wellbeing charity Kooth, the emotional wellbeing platform, www.kooths.com which can be accessed 
from home, 24 hours a day and seven days a week. 
 
 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-on-supporting-children-and-young-peoples-
mental-health-and-wellbeing/guidance-for-parents-and-carers-on-supporting-children-and-young-peoples-mental-
health-and-wellbeing-during-the-coronavirus-covid-19-outbreak  
 

Support for Staff: 

Staff will be consulted fully regarding the plans for September and leaders will ensure any concerns are addressed 
and responded to. We recognise that staff will be adjusting to reintegrating back into work and we will support all 
colleagues through thorough CPD on the first two INSET days in September. Staff will be actively encouraged to 
support our planning by feeding back suggestions and concerns during the planning and the early implementation of 
this new way of working.  

Any staff who have experienced difficulties or a loss will be offered support to ensure their well-being is supported. 
School has employed a counsellor that staff can self-refer to should they require to use this service.  

Bereavement Support:  

Some families may have been provided with or accessed bereavement counselling outside of school to support the 
family. However, students who have experienced a bereavement during lockdown will be offered support either 
individually or through group work. Staff have been supporting students with telephone calls, home visits and 
counselling. This has proven to be effective and will continue to be offered to all students under our care. Alsop is 
currently working with the L.A. Bereavement Team to support students and empower staff, through training to 
support students.  
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7) Behaviour for Learning 

Teaching the Students our Routines 

We will produce guidance and videos for students during the summer holiday to help ensure they know what is 
expected of them and what this may look like.  

Morning Line Ups: Line Ups are new part of Alsop life to ensure that bubbles are protected and to allow students to 
enter classrooms and designated buildings in a safe and orderly manner. Line up areas have been designed in the 
immediate vicinity of the building each year group will be housed in to maintain distancing between year groups. 
Students are to move immediately to their Line Up area in preparation for the 8.20 start. They should stand sensibly 
in silence and in a straight line until the member of staff escorts the class into the building. Full co-operation is both 
required and expected as Line Ups will be vital to maintain the safety of year group bubbles. Students are reminded 
of their responsibility to others and failure to co-operate will not be tolerated.  

Break and Lunchtime Line Ups: Line Ups will also be used after break and lunch again to protect the year group 
bubbles and to ensure safety regulations are met. Once again, full compliance is essential and we will expect support 
from our parents/carers with Line Ups. Whistles will be blown a few minutes before the end of break/lunch bell, 
students should move immediately to their designated Line Up area away from other year groups. They should line 
up sensibly, calmly and in a straight line until escorted back into their building.  

Uniform: Students must attend school in the correct uniform. If a student arrives to Line Up in the incorrect uniform 
they will be kept behind after line up and taken to the uniform store to ensure they have the correct dress for the 
day. All uniform is washed nightly between uses and students will be expected to wear the correct uniform.  

Punctuality: All students who are late must go through the main entrance and sign in after the closure of the gates. 
Students will then be directed to the relevant zone.  

Warning, Action: If a student fails to follow the classrooms rules a warning will be issued and if a further failure to 
follow the school rules occurs students will be given an action and removed from the classroom to a zone-specific 
isolation room. This will automatically lead to a half hour detention and the student will return to their normal 
studies at the end of that lesson. If a student is given an action for further misbehaviour they will remain in the zone 
specific isolation room all day and will attend a one hour detention.  

Detentions: Detentions will be completed in the zone specific rooms led by the Heads of Year and Assistant Heads of 
Year. Detentions will be completed in silence and students will complete knowledge organiser work within them.  

The Bridge: Our behaviour support centre will initially operate year group bubbled provision for a week at a time 
providing targeted support for our students who we have identified as struggling the most with the transition back 
to school. We will focus on Year 10 first and then proceed through the year groups in decreasing age order. 

Proactively Supporting Students: We have invited students who we know may struggle with the transition into 
school as part of our vulnerable cohort to help them understand our new way of working and to alleviate any 
concerns they may have. DGW has met, remotely, the students with the highest exclusions and negative behaviours 
from the previous year and their families to outline the expectations and procedures for September.   
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8) Attendance 

Our expectations is that all students will return to school in September unless they are self isolating due to 
symptoms or a positive test. Students who are currently shielding have been instructed to return to school by the 
DfE in line with the expectation that shielding will be paused on August 1st 2020. We will work with parents and 
carers proactively this side of the summer holiday to reassure families who may be more likely not to send their child 
to school and to explain the process and procedures we are putting in place. 

We will continue to follow our attendance policies and procedures and will use the full range of support and, 
carefully and with some reluctance, sanctions available.  

If a child is not able to attend school due to shielding or isolation then immediate remote learning will be provided in 
the form of knowledge organiser self testing and lessons and resources curated by class teachers.  
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9) Staffing  

All staff who are not specifically shielding as instructed to do so by the NHS should return to work in September.  

Staff who are making holiday plans should be very clear that they need to factor the quarantine into their plans as 
they will be expected to return to work when school opens. If a holiday is already booked and a quarantine period 
would prevent them from working they should speak to the Headteacher immediately.  

Staff who are clinically vulnerable or vulnerable will see the risk mitigated by the measures elsewhere but any staff in 
the clinically extremely vulnerable category, any staff who are pregnant and/or any staff who are BAME will have an 
individualised risk assessment.  

We will continue to use supply teachers who will be briefed about safety procedures and guidance upon arrival. 

Staff CPD  

Internal: Staff CPD will occur in faculties and/or small groups in a social distanced way.  

External: External CPD is not currently possible unless undertaken remotely.  

Staff Meetings 

Internal: Staff meetings will occur in faculties and/or small groups in a socially distanced way or remotely if a full 
staff meeting is not possible. 

External: Staff should avoid physically attending external meetings where possible and should attend remotely 
instead. 

School Trips 

All school trips are cancelled until further notice unless they are curriculum essential and even trips of this nature 
will be evaluated as to whether they are completely essential.  

Staff Classroom and Staff Offices 

These are public spaces that ‘belong’ to no individual or department and as such should be left empty and clean 
after every use. Computer keyboards are to be wiped after every use.  
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10) COVID-19 Contingency Planning 

We will be prepared for further disruption to learning because of COVID-19 by planning for how to support 
individuals, year groups or the whole student body should they not be able to attend school. The premise of our 
home learning will be ClassCharts, Microsoft Teams and our Knowledge Organisers – it is essential parents and 
students are able to use these resources effectively. Please see the chart below regarding our contingency plans. 

 

The presumption is that the top two scenarios would see all staff continuing to attend work thereby allowing for live 
lessons for example. A local or national lockdown changes this situation which is why there is more of a focus on  
pre-recorded lessons as staff do not have the same capacity and context.  

It is also clear that not all students have access to remote learning and therefore we will produce resource packs for 
every half term in every subject which will include the lesson overview and the resources for every lesson; these 
packs can be printed at short notice and distributed to students in all three of the scenarios above. It is essential we 
have an accurate list of which students will require this form of support moving forwards and a survey will be taken 
upon the return of students to ascertain this. We will review the Oak Academy curriculum plans to ascertain which 
subjects could make use of these resources to support students in the event of the scenarios above.  

Key Worker and Vulnerable Provision 

It is clear that key worker and provision for vulnerable provision is likely to continue in the event of a local or 
national lockdown. An emergency rota will be drawn up and checked every half term to ensure immediate provision 
for these students if the wider school closes; this rota must include a first aider and two members of the Senior 
Leadership Team each day. In line with this we will maintain an active risk assessment for this scenario and this will 
be reviewed every week.  

Scenario Educational Provision Assessment and 
Feedback Pastoral Support 

Individual is absent for 
7-14 Days due to 
infection/self-isolation 

Knowledge Organiser 
Self Testing 
Lesson resources shared 
with students using one 
drive links.  ClassCharts 
to be introduced within 
first 5 weeks 

Work brought back to 
school upon return of 
students and assessed 
in the normal way OR 
work emailed to HOY 
(allows one person to 
collate, record and 
distribute what is being 
completed) 

Bi-Weekly Phonecall 
from the Head of Year 

Class/Year Group is 
Absent due to Infection 

Live Lessons delivered 
by colleagues in 
School/At Home 
Knowledge Organiser 
Self Testing 

Work brought back to 
school upon return of 
students and assessed 
in the normal way – 
work recorded in 
exercise books. If these 
are kept in school then 
ClassCharts used to 
submit work 

Bi Weekly Phonecall 
from HOY/AHOY and 
SLT 

Local/National 
Lockdown 

Recorded Lessons 
Knowledge Organiser 
Self Testing 
Live Lessons x 1 or 2 a 
week (front load the 
week) 

Work submitted via 
Classcharts and 
feedback provided in 
line with our feedback 
policy.  

Weekly phonecall from 
form tutors which will 
be monitored by SMO.  
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Flow Chart of Setting Remote Learning and Follow Up 

Teacher plans lesson with resources, in conjunction with the knowledge organiser and uploads onto One 
Drive one week in advance of lesson 

 
 

A master copy is printed off and a copy is given to the HOY 
 
 

Attendance team identify students who are absent. 
 
 

HOY identifies any student who requires a “hard copy” of work and requests the photocopying required 
from Administration 

 
 

HOY sends One Drive links of work to each absent student on the first day of absence 
 
 

Hard copies of work to be delivered to students  
 
 

Bi weekly phone calls made to students who are absent to check on their welfare and provide support with 
the work completion 

 
 

Students to submit work completed using Class Charts 
 
 

Feedback given in line with whole school feedback policy 
 
 

Hard copies of work collected from students  
 
 

Failure to complete work will result in the student attending the homework support club on their return to 
school. 

 
Blended Online and Remote Learning 

 
Class/Year Group absence due to infection  

Live lessons delivered by colleagues in school/at home. Knowledge Organiser Self Testing. 
 
 
 

Local/National Lockdown  
Mix of live lessons and recorded lessons x1 or 2 a week front loaded at the start of the week 

Hard copies of Master resources print off as soon as notification is received and distributed to students in 
school, delivered to students who are absent 
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Appendix A – Procedure for someone becoming ill with symptoms of Coronavirus 

Appendix A 
Students (and staff) who become symptomatic during the school day will be isolated from the rest of the pupil group 
and their parents (pupils) will be called to come and collect them. Staff will be sent home to self-isolate.  
Students will be sent home, parents/carers will wait at gate whilst a member of SLT will escort the student to them.  
Parents must not enter the site and risk further contamination.  
Parents will be advised to seek medical help/ advice.  
Students and staff who have come into contact with student will also be sent home with a letter explaining the 
situation.  
 
Parents/carers advised to self-isolate student(s) for 14 days as per advice from Government guidelines.  
Phone call home each day to check on well-being.  
Staff called each day- well-being. HSE Forms completed. 
Separate toilet to be used and deep cleaned once student has left site.(All buildings have separate COVID facilities 
Each building has a separate toilet for staff/student with suspected symptoms of COVID 19.  
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Staff presenting with symptoms Pupils presenting with symptoms 

1. Staff member escorted to the medical 
room 

 
2. The window must remain open 
 
3.  Headteacher or SLT member informed  

 
4.  First aid given to the member of staff  

 
5.  Next of kin informed if appropriate  

 
6. SLT to send member of staff home or 

arrange transport via next of kin 
 

7.  Area to be ‘deep cleaned’ immediately  
 

8. 7 days isolation in the first instance for  
that member of staff 

 
9. Member of staff to seek Covid-19 test 

immediately  
 

10. If test is positive parents of the children 
informed and advised to isolate for 14-
days  

 
11. Rubbish/waste from area to be double 

bagged and stored in safe place If results 
are negative the bags can be disposed of 
in the normal way. If positive follow Public 
Health England advice 

 
12. Return to work meeting must happen with 

SLT before member of staff enters the 
main building  

 

1. If a pupil reports they feel unwell please 
escort them to the medical room and 
immediately let SLT or the pastoral team 
know. You must remain 2 metres away at 
all times 

 
2. The member of SLT will arrange for 

parents or carers to come and collect the 
pupil 

 
3. Testing and isolation procedures are the 

same as for staff 
 
4. The window must remain open 
 
5. Area to be ‘deep cleaned’ immediately 
 
6. The pupil will remain in the medical room 

unless they need to use the bathroom. If 
they need to use the bathroom they will 
use the medical bathroom near reception 

 
7. Rubbish/waste from area to be double 

bagged and stored in safe place If results 
are negative the bags can be disposed of 
in the normal way. If positive follow Public 
Health England advice 

 
8. PPE should be worn by staff caring for the 

child while they await collection if a 
distance of 2 metres cannot be maintained  

 

 
SLT will call 999 if there is an emergency, if they are seriously ill or injured or their life is at risk. 
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Appendix B – Letter to be give to someone who has become ill with symptoms of Coronavirus                                    
(Staff and Student Version) 

Dear Parent/Carer 

Your child/ward has shown one or more of the symptoms of coronavirus (COVID 19).  

• a new continuous cough 
• a high temperature 
• a loss of, or change in, your normal sense of taste or smell (anosmia) 

Following advice from Public Health England If you have symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19), however mild, OR you 
have received a positive coronavirus (COVID-19) test result, the clear medical advice is to immediately self-isolate at 
home for at least 7 days from when your symptoms started. Do not go to a GP surgery, pharmacy or hospital. You 
should arrange to have a test to see if you have COVID-19 – go to testing to arrange. Consider alerting people who 
you do not live with and have had close contact within the last 48 hours to let them know you have symptoms of 
coronavirus COVID-19. 

Following a positive test result, you will receive a request by text, email or phone to log into the NHS Test and Trace 
service website and provide information about recent close contacts 

After 7 days, or longer, if you still have symptoms other than cough or loss of sense of smell/taste, you must 
continue to self-isolate until you feel better. You do not need to self-isolate after 7 days if you only have a cough or 
loss of sense of smell or taste, as these symptoms can last for several weeks after the infection has gone. See the 
ending isolation for more information. 

If you live with others and you are the first in the household to have symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19), then you 
must stay at home for at least 7 days. All other household members who remain well must stay at home and not 
leave the house for 14 days. The 14-day period starts from the day when the first person in the household became 
ill. 

Staying at home for 14 days will greatly reduce the overall amount of infection that people in your household could 
pass on to others in the community. 

If anyone else in the household starts displaying symptoms, they must stay at home for at least 7 days from when 
their symptoms appeared, regardless of what day they are on in their original 14-day isolation period.  

If you have symptoms, you should stay as far away from other members of your household as possible. It is 
especially important to stay away from anyone who is clinically vulnerable or clinically extremely vulnerable with 
whom you continue to share a household. 

Reduce the spread of infection in your home by washing your hands regularly for 20 seconds using soap and water, 
or use hand sanitiser, and cover coughs and sneezes. 

If you feel you cannot cope with your symptoms at home, or your condition gets worse, or your symptoms do not 
get better after 7 days, then use the NHS 111 online coronavirus (COVID-19) service. If you do not have internet 
access, call NHS 111. For a medical emergency dial 999. 

If you develop new coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms at any point after ending your first period of isolation (self or 
household) then you must follow the same guidance on self-isolation again.  

Yours faithfully,  
Mr J. Pilkington 
Safeguarding Lead  
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Appendix C – PPE Protocol 

The majority of staff will not be required to wear PPE. However, if staff are unable to maintain social distancing from 
isolated pupil, appropriate PPE should be worn e.g. a surgical face mask - First Aider will be given PPE to ensure 
minimum risk. Any used PPE will be doubled bagged and disposed of after 72 hours as per government guidelines. 
 
 
 


